Unit 8
FORESTS AND FIRST PEOPLES

Overview
For us, the forest is like a church – it is where we can stay
connected to the natural world – a place of balance, harmony and
spirituality. (Lil’wat First Nation)*
Forests dominate the British Columbia landscape, so it is not surprising that First Peoples
have had, and still have, an intricate relationship with the forests.
Forests are the protectors of the diversity of life found within. For First Peoples forests
have provided sustenance in diverse forms, from shelter, clothing, hunting and trapping to
harvesting roots, berries and more.
Trees, and the forested lands they share with flora and fauna, are culturally significant and
sacred to First Peoples. This unit focusses on some of the major significant trees found in the
province. It includes a special look at cedar, one of the most important trees.

Guiding Questions
• How do significant trees impact the cultural, social, economic and political lives of First
Peoples?
• How do First Peoples apply Traditional Ecological Knowledge and scientific knowledge of
physical and chemical properties to the use of trees and their ecosystems?
• In what ways can we identify and classify trees?
• What role can trees play in dealing with climate change?

* https://www.whistler.com/blog/post/2011/12/26/lilwat-nation-culturally-modified-trees/
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Relevant BC Learning Standards for Senior Secondary Science
Course
Life Sciences 11

•

•

Environmental Science 11

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Environmental Science 12

•
•
•
•
•

Chemistry 11
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•
•

Key Content Standards

Key Curricular Competencies

First Peoples understandings
of interrelationships between
organisms
First Peoples knowledge on
classification

Questioning and predicting:
• Make observation aimed at identifying
their own questions, including
increasingly abstract ones, about the
natural world.

Ecosystem complexity: roles;
relationships; population
dynamics
Energy flow through ecosystems
Matter cycles through and
between living systems
Succession
First Peoples knowledge and
other traditional ecological
knowledge in sustaining
biodiversity
Benefits of ecosystem services
Human actions and their impact
on ecosystem integrity
First Peoples ways of knowing
and doing
Resource stewardship
Restoration practices
Soil characteristics and
ecosystem services
Land use and degradation
Land management
Personal choices and sustainable
living
Global environmental
ethics, policies and law
[including First Peoples
perspectives, philosophies and
responsibilities]

Planning and conducting:
• Collaboratively and individually
plan, select and use appropriate
investigation methods, including field
work and lab experiments, to collect
reliable data.
Processing and analyzing data and
information:
• Experience and interpret the local
environment
• Apply First Peoples perspectives and
knowledge, other ways of knowing
and local knowledge as sources of
information
Evaluating
• Consider social, ethical, and
environmental implications of the
findings from their own and others’
investigations
Applying and innovating:
• Contribute to finding solutions to
problems at a local and/or global level
through inquiry
Communicating:
• Express and reflect on a variety
of experiences, perspectives, and
worldviews thorough place.

Organic compounds
Applications of organic
chemistry
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Resources
For further information on these resources, see the annotations in the
Bibliography, beginning on page 273.

Suggested Resources
• An example of a dichotomous key
• Lab materials for Activity 3
ºº Agar plates
ºº Loops with bacterial samples OR collect your own samples
ºº Cedar oil (essential oil obtained by steam extraction)
• British Columbia. iMapBC application BC Government website, linked at
https://tinyurl.com/fnesc28
• Biomass calculator, Natural Resources Canada website, http://bit.ly/2dKs4H6
• Parish, Roberta. Tree Book: Learning to Recognize Trees of British Columbia.
Partnership Agreement on Forest Resource Development. Print version, or
download online at http://ow.ly/7DLO302Wa1h.
• Stewart, Hilary. Cedar: Tree of Life to the Northwest Coast Indians. Douglas &
McIntyre, 1984.

Additional Resources
• Bark Peeling. Hartley Bay School 2015. 2:44 min.
https://youtu.be/YxuS6Qk8nzk.
• Bill Reid. NFB 1979. 27:56 min. https://www.nfb.ca/film/bill_reid/
• CBC. “Best way to fight climate change? Plant a trillion trees. 2019, linked at
https://tinyurl.com/fnesc33.
• Journey into Time Immemorial. Interactive website. SFU Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnology 2009-2009. https://tinyurl.com/fnesc34.
• Turner, Nancy J. Plant Technology of First Peoples in British Columbia.. Royal
BC Museum, 2007.
• Spruce Pitch Glue. Online at https://youtu.be/l3Fyl7NFnO0.
• The Story of Cedar (Sechelt Arts Fest 2015). 26 min. Blue Zula, 2015.
https://youtu.be/WIcT9Jx0T7g

Blackline Masters
8-1 Culturally Significant Trees of BC
8-2 Tree Classification
8-3 Petri Dish Mapping
8-4 Using a Biomass and Nutrient Calculator
8-5 Mapping Historical Forest Fires in British Columbia
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Outline of Activities
8.1 Culturally Significant Trees
8.2 Identifying trees
8.3 Tree Stories
8.4 Cedar: Tree of Life
8.5 Cedar Oil as an Antibiotic
8.6 Making Pine Pitch Or Spruce Glue
8.7 Carbon Sequestration in Trees
8.8 Tracking Historical Forest Fires

Suggested Activities
Note: There are more activities here than most teachers will incorporate into
their units. It is not expected that you will use all of the activities, or follow
the sequence as it is described. These activities are intended to be adapted to fit
the needs of your students and classroom, as well as inspire ways that you can
respectfully include relevant Indigenous knowledge and perspectives in your
course.

Activity 8.1
Culturally Significant Trees
All trees are important in some way to First Nations cultures who share their
habitats, but some trees play a more central role. In this activity students
investigate one or more significant trees and their roles in all aspects of life for
First Nations. Students will develop an awareness of the depth of connections
First Peoples have always had with trees
a. Begin with a story. Find a narrative that demonstrates a connection with a
specific tree, or trees in general. You may want to focus on a significant tree
from your region.
• For two short examples, see Cedar, Hilary Stewart, page 27.



Land-based Activity

Forest Walk
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b. Forest Walk. If possible, take a walk through a forest or a neighbourhood
area with trees. Ask students to notice different parts of the trees. How much
diversity do they see?
• Students can observe the five senses as they walk through the forest.
• Discuss the interconnections that the trees have with other flora and fauna
in their habitat.
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c. Ask students, What personal connections do you have with trees? Students
can share experiences and knowledge about trees in the local environment.
• They could write a reflection piece on their connections with trees. Ask
questions such as:
ºº Are there any trees that are special to you or your family?
ºº How do you feel around trees?
ºº How important are trees to you? To the world?
d. What are culturally significant trees? Ask, What are culturally significant trees
for First Peoples in your local region? What are culturally significant trees
for First Peoples in other parts of the province? Discuss what might make a
certain species of tree culturally significant.
e. Students can use Blackline Master 8-1, page 225, Culturally Significant Trees
of BC to familiarize themselves with some culturally significant trees for First
Nations.
• Have students work in pairs to discuss the trees that they are familiar with,
or know something about.
• In their pairs, students can find out one or two reasons why each of the
trees is significant to First Peoples. They can use the Tree Book or another
source to find the information.
• If possible, have pictures of the trees to display in the class.



Blackline Master 8-1,
page 225, Culturally
Significant Trees of BC



The Tree Book: Learning
to Recognize Trees of
British Columbia
In print or online at
http://ow.ly/7DLO302Wa1h

f. If possible, have a local First Nations Elder or knowledge-keeper visit the class
to talk about some aspects of a significant tree and its importance to First
Nations.
g. Discuss other ways that trees could be significant. For example, in BC we
have a number of economically significant trees. Ecologists may identify other
trees as being most significant to certain ecosystems. Gardeners or landscape
designers would have a different perspective on what trees are significant.
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Activity 8.2
Identifying Trees
Students consider ways that people identify trees from different perspectives.
a. Ask students how they could help someone find a certain species of tree in the
forest if they didn’t know its name. What features could they look for? How
would they be able to tell them apart from other trees?
• Discuss what type of knowledge they would need to have to help someone
find a tree.
b. Have students design a method that someone could follow to identify a
specific tree. It may be best to focus on one of the significant trees. Here are
some possible approaches.
• Have students compare two different trees. They could be similar, such as
cedar and hemlock, or cottonwood and alder; or dissimilar such as black
spruce and maple. What characteristics do they share? How do they differ?
• A tree hunt. Have students create clues that will help someone find a tree.
• Seasonal identification. How do different types of trees change seasonally?



Blackline Master 8-2,
page 226,
Tree Classification
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c. Dichotomous Key. Students apply a dichotomous key as one way of
identifying different species.
• Explain that one way to identify trees is to use a dichotomous key, which is
a series of choices between two things.
ºº If students aren’t familiar with a dichotomous key, show an example. A
quick internet search yields many examples.
• Play a game of “Guess Who” using a volunteer. Students need to identify
characteristics of the student using two category questions. Make sure to
ensure a safe environment for the volunteer. For example, characteristics
could include:
ºº jeans: is wearing jeans or not wearing jeans
ºº eye colour: green or blue/hazel or brown
ºº hair length: above or below jaw line
• Go back and fill in the opposite answers using another student, then a
third.
• Have students determine a secret person of their choice, pointing out that
questions should start out more general, and then work towards more
specific. Repeat with an object.
• Ask students to explain what they think the rules are for a dichotomous
key. How are they designed to help people identify what kind of item or
living thing they are looking at? (For example, there are a series of questions
with two choices; the questions start general and get more and more
detailed as questions are answered. Every branch ends in an identification.)
• Students can use Blackline Master 8-2, page 226, Tree Classification to
create a simple dichotomous key. They can use four or five of the images, or
all eight.
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ºº Students can begin by identifying the trees from the foliage shown, using
the key in Tree Book by Roberta Parish.
ºº Then they can construct a dichotomous key using observable features in
the images, as described in The Tree Book.
• Have your students build their own dichotomous key for five different
plants that can be found in your local area,
ºº Have students complete a key with a guide for the identified plants
explaining features and uses, like that found in The Tree Book using
photographs or videos as well as text.
• Compile the keys into a class project. Have students use the class key to
identify plants outdoors.



Formative Assessment
Strategy
Does the student key work,
and is it easy for others to
use?

Activity 8.3
Tree Stories
Students investigate a culturally significant tree to find out how its structure is
interconnected with its ecosystem and the local First Peoples.
a. Introduce students to the project which asks them to find out about a
culturally important tree. Students could work in pairs, groups or individually
to investigate one tree.
• Decide on how students will select the tree to study. You may want to have
everyone work together to study one of the most significant trees in the
local area, or a number of trees that grow locally. Alternatively, students
could choose trees from around the province.
b. When students have selected their tree, have them brainstorm everything they
know, or think they know, about the tree.
• After they have finished the brainstorm, have them create questions that
they will need to find out.
• Students could use a K-W-L graphic organizer for this activity.
c. Discuss as a class what kinds of information they need to find out about to
tell the story of the tree and its interconnections. Write their suggestions on
the board.
• Allow the topics or categories to come from the students. Below are some
of the main topics. If students don’t come up with one or more, guide them
to understand why that topic might be important.
ºº Tree structure, parts of the tree
ºº Biological processes, such as photosynthesis, reproduction, movement of
sap
ºº How long it take to grow to specific dimensions
ºº Evolutionary adaptations, if any
ºº Ecological role of the tree. How does it work with other plants and
animals to benefit the environment?
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ºº Traditional uses by First Peoples
ºº Names and words associate with the tree in the First Nations language.
ºº Cultural connections to the tree, such as narratives about it, ceremonies,
spiritual and ceremonial uses
ºº Economic uses
d. Students research their tree using books from the library and online resources.
A good starting place is the Tree Book.
e. As they are doing their research, ask students to think about what makes their
tree significant. Suggest they consider different ways that it is significant, such
as it significance to First Peoples, its economic significance today, its ecological
significance.



Formative Assessment
Strategy
Use self-assessment or peerassessment following the
criteria established by the
class
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f. When they have gathered their data, students then compile their information
into a narrative or story format. Ask, what would a science story look like?
How would it be different from a science report?
• Discuss features of stories that they could use. For example:
ºº stories have a beginning, middle and end
ºº usually have a complicating factor
ºº select important details - can’t put everything in
ºº use comparisons and metaphors to help explain
• Discuss possible formats for the final product, and who the audience will
be, such as younger students, Elders group, newspaper, science journal. The
story could be told orally, in a story circle setting or recorded as a podcast;
it could be told as an animation, or written in an illustrated book.
• Ensure that students understand it is a science story, and is not intended to
look like a traditional First Nations narrative.
g. Students can work as a class to decide on the criteria for assessing their
narratives. Have students share their stories with each other and their
intended audience.
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Activity 8.4
Cedar: Tree of Life
One of the most significant trees for First Nations in parts of BC is the Western
red cedar, and is often called the Tree of Life. This activity could be used as a
model for students’ inquiry into other trees, or as a stand-alone study of the
cedar.
a. Ask students if they know why the cedar is often called the Tree of Life. Have
students volunteer suggestions based on what they may know about the cedar.
b. Identifying a Cedar Tree
• Have the class brainstorm the different parts of a cedar tree, and how they
can tell them apart based on appearance.
• Using the Tree Book or other resource, review the characteristics of a
western red cedar and a yellow cedar. Ask students to name the key
identifying features of these trees.
c. The Parts of the Cedar Tree
• Physical aspects and cultural uses. All parts of the cedar are used for a
variety of purposes. Examples:
ºº Roots: medicine and basket weaving. Can also be pounded and used for
clothing and regalia. (only 2 roots per tree)
ºº Outer Bark: Tools and roofing, when removing bark, there is a limit to
the amount of bark taken. Never remove more than ¼ of the tree bark,
and only remove bark from the North side of the tree
ºº Inner Bark: weaving, clothing and regalia, rope making, medicine, tea for
spiritual cleansing rituals
ºº Wood: Planks, shelter, bentwood boxes, poles, canoes, masks, decoration,
(modern lumber sales)
ºº Branch: Weirs, smoking food, weaponry, bathing, brushing, spiritual
cleansing, medicine, lashings and bindings
ºº Leaves/Tips: edible (when new growth), smudging, medicine, bedding,
dyeing, cleaning, rituals
• Students can learn about how First Peoples traditionally use different part
of the cedar. Possible resources include:
ºº Journey into Time Immemorial website. SFU Museum of Archaeology
and Ethnology 2009-2009. Linked at https://tinyurl.com/fnesc34.
ºº Hilary Stewart, Cedar. Douglas & McIntyre, 1984.
ºº Nancy J. Turner. Plant Technology of First Peoples in British Columbia
Royal BC Museum, 2007.
• Have students work in groups to prepare a presentation to the class, using
an interesting format, explaining the scientific role as well as the local
cultural aspects and protocols of the part of the cedar.
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• If your local First Nations community owns and operates a cedar mill,
explore the potential of a guest speaker or field trip to discuss the economic
role of cedar.
d. Ecological Role of Cedar
• Remind students of the importance of individual species working together
in an environment to create an ecosystem. For this lesson you will be
highlighting some of the unique roles that the cedar plays in a forest
ecosystem.
• If possible, take students to a cedar stand and point out the following
aspects:
ºº Cedar oil. Adult red cedar trees produce an oil that is toxic to fungi and
bacteria. Due to this, red cedar trees do not rot and decompose in the
same way, and at a much slower rate than other vegetation. This allows
for a deep humus layer, which is needed for many shrub layer plants.
ºº Canopy. Red Cedar have wide ranging branches that cover the top two
thirds of the tree. This gives ample shade and habitat to many plants and
animals within the tree itself, or at its base. Within the canopy, this offers
several unique habitats for species like epiphytes not found elsewhere.
(See http://wetbelt.unbc.ca/canopy-synopsis.htm)
ºº Water retention. Increased detritus and humus hold the water that is
drawn towards the tree through the roots but not adsorbed. This cools
the area and allows for symbiotic and parasitic growth of lichens and
mosses. The extra water is used by other plants in the area with shallower
root systems.
ºº Carbon cycle. The cedar tree, as a gymnosperm, photosynthesizes yearround. In doing so it converts atmospheric carbon (CO2) into organic
carbon compounds. This is the primary method of reducing greenhouse
gases in our province. (See Activity 8.7, Carbon Sequestration in Trees.)
e. Have students choose one of the above (or an approved aspect) of the role
of western red cedar in the environment and ecosystem. Have your students
complete research to better understand their aspect.
• Once finished, pair students up with different aspects and have them find
links between their findings.
• Create a large-scale web that identifies how all aspects are interrelated and
support each other.
• Have a knowledge-keeper come in to talk about the importance of the
cedar tree in determining the health of the forest.
f. Cedar and Culture
• Students can view one or more videos that tell about the importance of
cedar to First Nations cultures.
ºº Bark Peeling. Hartley Bay School 2015. 2:44 min.
https://youtu.be/YxuS6Qk8nzk
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ºº Bill Reid. NFB 1979. 27:56 min. https://www.nfb.ca/film/bill_reid/
ºº The Story of Cedar (Sechelt Art Fest 2015) Blue Zula, 2015.
https://youtu.be/WIcT9Jx0T7g
• Hold a discussion with the class about what they learned and have
connections or experiences related to the film.
c. Contact your school district Aboriginal / Indigenous Department or
community knowledge-keepers to discuss local practices involving cedar.
Where possible and appropriate, have your students participate in an activity
such as:
ºº a cedar bark harvesting and/or
ºº harvesting/cutting down a tree
ºº a weaving activity
ºº making a bentwood box
ºº making a traditional box or hand drum
• Include a discussion on the protocols and traditional practices used in your
area.
• Invite a local Indigenous artist to show their work to the class and speak on
the importance of preserving culture through art.
• Arrange a field trip that will include the viewing of traditional items in
which cedar is used.

Activity 8.5
Cedar Oil As An Antibiotic
Cedar oil, branches and tea have been used traditionally amongst many First
Peoples in British Columbia. It is used medicinally to restore health and ward
off illnesses. This is a lab activity that can be completed as a stand-alone activity
or as an extension to a bacterial sample and growth lab.



CAUTION
Over-exposure or use of
cedar oil can be toxic. Be sure
to wash hands and area well
with soap and water after use
and avoid contact with eyes/
mouth.

Materials
• Agar plates
• Loops with bacterial samples OR collect your own samples
• Cedar oil (essential oil obtained by steam extraction)
• Petri Dish Mapping, Blackline Master 8-3, page 228

"

Lab Activity

a. Have students plate their agar (or provide pre-poured petri dishes). Dishes
should be sectioned into sixths, with an A and a B half-allowing for three
sections each.
b. Students should use a loop to place a small amount of Cedar Oil in the centre
of the section, and radiate it outwards to thin the sample before inoculation.
Plates should sit (covered and cool) until adsorption occurs.
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c. Students inoculate their petri dishes with bacterial samples via either loops
and broth, OR samples they obtain around the school with cotton swabs.



Blackline Master 8-3,
page 228, Petri Dish
Mapping



Formative Assessment
Strategies
Were students able to
communicate their findings
in a way that is supported by
their experiment?

d. Students should inoculate 2 dishes, in symmetry, placing the same sample in
opposite sections. Samples should be smeared close to, but not touching all
edges of the section. Students should label the sections on the dish.
• Students can use Blackline Master 8-3, page 228, Petri Dish Mapping, to
record their observations.
e. Students then incubate the samples for 1-3 days to see growth. Have students
observe and document bacterial growth and inhibition.
f. Ask students, What inferences and conclusions can be drawn by what
occurred?

Activity 8.6
Making Pine Pitch Or Spruce Glue
Spruce resin or gum was often used traditionally as an agent for adherence. In
this lesson students explore the activity of making spruce pitch glue and go
further through either testing the strength of glues or create a (hypothetical)
class that you might deliver to younger grades that will test the strength of glues.
Lab Activity
Making Pitch Glue

"

Materials required are: pitch or resin; charcoal; a container
a. To introduce the procedure, students can view the video Spruce Pitch Glue.
It is not an Indigenous video, but demonstrates the process of gathering and
pitch and making the glue in the field.
Online at https://youtu.be/l3Fyl7NFnO0.
b. Collect resin from a spruce tree. Ensure that you and students follow
appropriate protocols and permission. Discuss how you can pay respect to the
tree when taking the pitch.
c. In the lab or an appropriate outdoor location, have students follow these
steps:
• Melt the resin
• Add an equal amount of charcoal powder (bonding agent that helps temper
the resin and reduce the stickiness).
• You can add a filler too if (i.e. dried leaves, deer droppings, crushed up)
d. Students can vary the ratio of charcoal with pitch and test which makes a
better glue.
e. Students can work in groups to create a lesson that they could deliver to
younger grades that will test the strength of glues.
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Activity 8.7
Carbon Sequestration in Trees
Have students estimate the biomass and nutrient content of trees around your
school and calculate the approximate carbon content. (This calculation is
adapted from the activity Carbon in the Classroom, found online at
http://bit.ly/2dKrwB5)
a. Select the area for your field study. There should be enough trees for small
groups of students to each have a study tree.
b. In the field, have students record data about their tree.
• Record information about their tree, such as location, species.
• Measure the diameter of the tree at about 1.3 m from the ground.
c. In the class, have students calculate the approximate biomass using the
calculator at the Natural Resources Canada website, http://bit.ly/2dKs4H6
• The biomass calculator gives separate biomass readings for bark, branches,
foliage and wood. Students should give the total of these figures.
• You may want to use Blackline Master 8-4, page 229, Biomass Calculator
to help students use the online app.
• Add to this figure the approximate biomass for the roots by multiplying by 1.26.



Blackline Master 8-4,
page 229,
Biomass Calculator

d. From the rough biomass calculation, students can determine the carbon that
might be stored in the tree.
Example calculation of carbon
• Multiply the approximate biomass by 0.5.
sequestration
• Multiply the result by 3.7* to give the approximate amount
Western red cedar
of carbon dioxide stored in the tree in kilograms.
diameter at 1.3 m: 20 cm
e. What do the numbers mean?
Biomass calculation (from NRC
Ask students to find some examples of CO2 emissions and
calculator)
compare with the amount of CO2 their trees are sequestering.
• bark
5.42 kg
• For example, a jet flight from Vancouver to Prince George,
• branches 20 kg
about 500 km distance, produces about 152 kg of CO2.
• foliage
11.54 kg
• wood
49.17 kg
f. Trillion Tree Campaign. Students may be interested to learn
•
Total:
86.13 kg
about a recent movement that calls for the planting of a
trillion trees around the world by 2050. Students can research tree + roots biomass 86.13 x 1.26 =
108.52 kg
current news articles to find out why so many trees should
be planted, and what the expected results of such a venture
Approximate carbon stored in tree
would be.
108.52 x 0.5 = 54.26 kg
• See the website of the organizing groups:
Approximate
CO2 sequestered in the
https://www.trilliontrees.org
tree:
54.26 kg x 3.7 = 200.77 kg
* This number is referenced in Carbon in the Classroom,

online at http://bit.ly/2dKrwB5.
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• Students can find many news sites that report on the campaign. One
example is on the CBC web, “Best way to fight climate change? Plant a
trillion trees. 2019, linked at https://tinyurl.com/fnesc33.
• Ask students to explain how this campaign relates to carbon sequestration
in trees.

Activity 8.8
Tracking Historical Forest Fires.



Blackline Master 8-5,
page 230, Mapping
Historical Forest Fires in
British Columbia
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Students can use a web-based mapping tool to view and interpret historical
forest fire data.
• The provincial government has amassed a wide variety of data in the webbased application iMapBC. One of the data sets is the location, extent and
date of forest fires in the province from the 1920s to the present.
ºº The iMapBC site is linked at https://tinyurl.com/fnesc28.
• Have students can use Blackline Master 8-5, page 230, Mapping Historical
Forest Fires in British Columbia to access the forest fire data on iMap.
ºº For this activity students need access to a computer or tablet. They
will use the iMapBC application. Ideally they will be able to print the
resulting map.
• Have students select a region of the province to study historical forest fires.
It could be your local area, an area where forest fires have been reported in
the news, or a part of the province students have an interest in.
• Students can work individually or in pairs to analyse the date shown on the
region they have selected.
ºº Tally the number of forest fires in the region over time and graph them
on a timeline. Students can find a way to show the size of each fire
graphically.
ºº Analyse the distribution of forest fires in the region over time. For
example, were there more fires in the past or more in recent years?
ºº Is there any pattern to the sizes of the fires? Were they bigger or smaller
in the past, or are they random?
• Have students find a First Nation community within the region under
study. Ask questions such as:
ºº From the data on the map, can you infer anything about how forest fires
may have affected the traditional territories of the First Nation?
ºº What other information might you need to be able to understand how
the fires affected First Nations?
• Ask students what conclusions, if any, they can draw about forest fires in
their region using the data on the map.
• Ask students how the data on this map might be used. Who might use it?
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Culturally Significant Trees of BC
Which of these trees do you know? Which grow near where you live?
Find out one or two reasons they are culturally significant for First Peoples of BC.

BALSAM POPLAR

BLACK COTTONWOOD

BLACK SPRUCE

DOUGLAS FIR

ENGELMANN SPRUCE

LODGEPOLE PINE

PONDEROSA PINE

SITKA SPRUCE

WESTERN HEMLOCK

WESTERN RED CEDAR

YELLOW CEDAR

YEW
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Blackline Master 8-2

Tree Classification
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Tree Classification Key

Black cotton

Western red cedar

Maple

Ponderosa pine

Hemlock
Dogwood

Birch
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Black spruce
227

Blackline Master 8-3

Petri Dish Mapping

Petri Dish ________
A1

B1

LEGEND
A1
A2
A3

A2

B2

B1
B2
B3
A3

B3

A1

B1

Petri Dish ________

LEGEND
A1
A2
A3

A2

B2

B1
B2
B3
A3

228

B3
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Using a Biomass and Nutrient Calculator

Scientists and forest managers often need to calculate the biomass of a stand of
trees in a forest. The results can be used to determine the potential of the forest to
be used to make forest products. They are also used to make carbon and nutrient
budgets to evaluate environmental sustainability.
This biomass calculator was developed by Natural Resources Canada, part of the
Canadian government. It gives a statistical estimate based on thousands of sample
trees entered into a database.
Follow these steps to use the calculator.
1. Find the web page that has the calculator. Search for the key words “Canada
biomass calculator or go to the link http://bit.ly/2dKs4H6
2. Scroll down until you see the Tree-level biomass calculator
3. In the first field select a species, such as black spruce.
4. In the second and third fields enter a diameter and height. For black spruce,
enter a diameter of 25 cm and height of 20 m.
5. Click or tap on the Calculate button. This takes you to a results page.
You will see the biomass reported for each part of the tree: bark, branches, foliage
and wood in a graphic form.
Below that is a graph which repeats the biomass information and also displays an
estimate of the nutrient content for each part. This includes the content of nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium, calcium and magnesium.
(Note that not every species has complete data for the nutrition information.)
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Mapping Historical Forest Fires in British Columbia
Follow these directions to use iMapBC to track historical wildfires in BC.
1. Go to iMapBC home page. (https://tinyurl.com/fnesc28).
2. Under the “applications” heading, select “Launch iMapBC.”
You can scroll on the map or zoom in or out using the “+ -“ (below the “I want to…” on the
top left hand corner of the map).
3. Click on the “I want to” blue box and then click on “Add Provincial Layers”
• An “Add/Remove Map information” box will appear.
• Find Forest Grasslands and Wetlands and click on the “+” sign in front of it.
• Click on the “+” sign beside BC Wildfire Service.
• Click on the box beside BC Wildfire perimeters - Historical - Colour Hatched.
• Select “OK” at the bottom of the window.
• If nothing changes on the page, you will have to zoom in until you see hatched marks on
the map (0:20km).
4. Now go to “Data Sources” tab (next to the home tab).
• Click on “My Layers”
• Below that, click on arrow next to “BC Wildfire Fire Perimeters”
• Scroll down and Click on “Customize labels”
• Click on “Customize”
• Under the Field tab, Click on “”fire year”
• Finally, click on “Apply.”
5. You will see you have created a map that displays the historical fires that have occurred
around the province.
6. Add one more layer….to do this:
• Click on “Data Sources”
• Click on “Add Provincial Layers”
• Click on “Archeology and Culture”
• Click on First Nations Community Locations
• Click on (or check mark the box) next to First Nations Community
• Click on “OK.”
7. Find an area of the province to study. You can print the map or study it on the screen.
8. To print your map go to “export.” Choose “print. Provide a title, your name and date.
• There is a box at the bottom of the “print map” box that asks “Lock print preview with
map.” Make sure you do NOT have a check mark in the box.
• Select “Print Map”
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